<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Learning/Performance Objectives followed by its enabling learning objectives on separate lines if specified.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | Recognize the key activities and outputs of the IPS Elements.  
Recognize the key activities and outputs of the Life Cycle Sustainment Management IPS Elements.  
Recognize the key activities and outputs of the Technical Management IPS Elements.  
Recognize the key activities and outputs of the Infrastructure Management IPS Elements. |
| 2 | Determine the relationship of the IPS Elements activities and outputs to required acquisition documentation during each phase of the DoD Acquisition Life Cycle.  
Determine the usage of the IPS Elements activities and outputs during the Need Identification and Materiel Solution Analysis (MSA) acquisition life cycle phase.  
Determine the usage of the IPS Elements activities and outputs during the (TMRR) acquisition life cycle phase.  
Determine the usage of the IPS Elements activities and outputs during the Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD) acquisition life cycle phase.  
Determine the usage of the IPS Elements activities and outputs during the Production and Deployment (P&D) acquisition life cycle phase.  
Determine the usage of the IPS Elements activities and outputs during the Operations and Support acquisition life cycle phase. |
| 3 | Recognize how the 12 IPS Elements activities and outputs are integrated to achieve program requirements.  
Explain the approach to integration of the 12 IPS Elements during the development of the Product Support Strategy (PSS).  
Given a scenario, recognize the planning and implementation needed when integrating IPS Element activities and outputs for the Product Support Strategy.  
Given a scenario, explain how LCL integrates the IPS Elements with activities from other career fields as a member of the program integrated product team.  
Recognize the role of the IPS Elements during program technical reviews and audits. |
| 4 | Recognize the development process of the Product Support Strategy.  
Recognize the difference between a strategy and a plan.  
Identify where the Product Support Strategy is documented in the Life Cycle Sustainment Plan (LCSP).  
Identify the factors that influence Product Support Strategy (PSS) development.  
Identify characteristics for the Foundation stage of the PSS Process Model.  
Identify characteristics for the Planning stage of the PSS Process Model.  
Identify characteristics for the Execution stage of the PSS Process Model.  
Identify characteristics for the Oversight stage of the PSS Process Model.  
Identify characteristics for the key milestones in the development of the Product Support Strategy. |
| 5 | Apply the process for translating Warfighter requirements to develop sustainment KPP’s and KSA’s as part of the Product Support Strategy.  
Given a scenario, select the components of a program’s Concept of Operations (CONOPS) that support the development of a Product Support Strategy (PSS)  
Given a scenario using the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) process, the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS) and other relevant DoD policy and guidance, select which Warfighter requirements will be translated into the Sustainment Key Performance Parameter (KPP) and Key System Attributes (KSAs)  
Given a scenario using the JCIDS process, the DFARS and other relevant DoD policy and guidance, apply the sustainment KPP and KSAs to the development of a weapon system’s Product Support Strategy. |
| 6 | Relate acquisition strategies for products and services to the development of a Product Support Strategy (PSS).  
Recognize the different product support contracting strategies.  
Given relevant DoD policy and guidance, relate the Performance Based Logistics acquisition strategy to the development of a weapon system’s Product Support Strategy.  
Given relevant DoD policy and guidance, relate the Traditional Time and Materials acquisition strategy to the development of a weapon system’s Product Support Strategy.  
Given relevant DoD policy and guidance, relate the acquisition of Services to the development of a Product Support Strategy.  
Identify the advantages and disadvantages of different strategies for the LCL to consider. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Demonstrate how optimization processes incorporate the IPS Elements and support acquisition decision-making for Product Support.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify optimization approaches for product support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Given a real-world or DoD-specific example and select the approaches for optimizing product support acquisition decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Given an acquisition program scenario, apply the integration of two or more IPS Elements to support optimized life cycle product support decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Demonstrate the risk management processes are applied to support life cycle product support decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Identify the DoD risk management process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Select the approach for using risk management processes to support life cycle product support decision-making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Given an acquisition program scenario, apply the risk management process to support optimized life cycle product support decision making.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>